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“HMPH! You’re worried about me? Are you trying to anger me to death?”A certain Jiu had intended to 

be cruel to the end, but she had lost all her imposing manner after being hugged and hugged by a 

certain jiu. Her words sounded a little arrogant. 

 

“Prince Charming, I’m really worried about you! Didn’t I tell you last time? I told you to keep a low 

profile and not be too arrogant, but not only did you not change, you even became worse. Do you think I 

wouldn’t be worried? “To put it bluntly, if anything were to happen to you, I would have to remarry. 

How troublesome!” 

 

Di beiming’s anger had mostly subsided, but when he heard Yun Chujiu’s words, he immediately 

exploded! 

 

“You, you, let me tell you! Black Thing, you were born to be my person, and You Are My Ghost. In this 

life, in the next life, you can never find another man!” 

 

“My Prince Charming, although your words are quite domineering! But if you die, you can’t control me. I 

will marry whoever I want!” 

 

Di beiming was so angry that the cold air emitted from his body, and the tree next to the stone table 

instantly withered. 

 

Because, no matter how angry he was, he could not bear to hurt Yun Chujiu, so the tree was unlucky! 

 

Yun chujiu looked at the tree that had turned into a withered tree and shrunk her neck, she quickly 

added, “Prince Charming, I was just speaking in anger. My main thought is that you have to be careful 

when you do things. Otherwise, I will be very worried about you.” 

 

“HMPH!”Di beiming snorted and ignored Yun chujiu. However, the cold air around him had weakened a 

lot. 



 

“Prince Charming, besides, even if I want to find someone else, who in the world can compare to you?”? 

“There’s a saying that goes, once the ocean is troubled by water. With you in front of me, the other men 

are all broken bricks and tiles in my eyes!”Yun chujiu said with sparkling eyes. 

 

Di beiming thought about it and agreed. Who in the world could compare to the real me? The black 

thing simply wouldn’t take a fancy to other people. 

 

Yun chujiu saw that di Beiming’s expression had eased up, she quickly continued to say, “Love is deep 

and heavy, everything I do is because I love you! Prince Charming, my love for you is even more real 

than a pearl, deeper than the ocean. Don’t be angry!” 

 

Xiao Heiniao inside the spirit beast bag almost vomited! 

 

Damn, this black-hearted master is really thick-skinned! He could even say such sweet words! 

 

Just as Xiao Heiniao was about to listen again, Yun chujiu cut off the spiritual sense connection. Xiao 

Heiniao could not hear anymore, so he jumped in the spirit beast pouch anxiously. 

 

Di beiming was even more narcissistic and arrogant than before. He did not think that Yun chujiu’s 

words were mushy. He felt that Yun Chujiu was telling the truth. She should love him so much. 

 

“Forget it. I’ll let you off this time. If you do it again, HMPH!” 

 

Yun chujiu could hear the threat and arrogance in the last “HMPH”. She cursed in her heart. Gigolo, 

there’s still a long way to go. We’ll see! 

 

“Prince Charming, have you had dinner? Let’s eat together?”Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 



“Yes.” 

 

The sad one was not only not eating dinner, but also breakfast and lunch! He was so angry that he finally 

made up his mind to wait for Yun Chujiu in the courtyard. How could he still want to eat? ! 

 

“Prince Charming, come, try this. Isn’t it delicious?” 

 

“Prince Charming, this tastes good too. I’ll give it to you!” 

 

.. 

 

Di beiming’s anger disappeared in a puff of smoke. Little Jiu still cared about him a lot, so he could only 

reluctantly forgive her! 

 

 


